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1 Introduction, prelude

Nowadays, the developing of FPGA (field-programmable gate array) and ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit) systems are usually executed, by using HDL (hardware description languages). The Verilog, VHDL and their advanced variants are the most common used HDLs. These languages represent the digital circuits modularly as logic operations, memories and the wires (bitvectors) among them. The timing aspects of the circuits are also modeled by the HDL languages by explicit description of the clock signals.

The high-level synthesis (HLS) has been introduced as a next step of the electronic design automation as a new method among the abstraction levels. The aim of the HLS is to generate the hardware description automatically from a purely algorithmic task description being devoid of hardware concepts and timing parameters. During this generation, optimization steps (synchronization, scheduling and allocation) serve to ensure the quality of the hardware description output. In the 90’s, the HLS was considered as a generic tool in the hardware design workflows. After widely using the FPGAs, the purpose of the HLS has been modified a bit, and became an important area of the FPGA based embedded system development.

The HLS is useful for the software engineers, because they can develop efficient hardware accelerators or full application specific hardware written in a general-purpose software language without hardware knowledge. Furthermore, the HLS is beneficial for hardware designers, because they can start to implement the hardware from a higher abstraction level than the HDLs.

Increasing the abstraction level of the design methods, the ESL (electronic system-level synthesis) has been introduced. Using the ESL design, the systematic development of a system containing hardware and software may start from a high-level behavior description. The automatic ESL design workflow can be referred as ESL synthesis, or simply SLS (system-level synthesis).

The HLS and the SLS may help also in various field. These are suitable for fast and automated prototype implementation, even in designing digital application specific hardware, or in compiling for special supercomputer architectures including FPGAs, as well. The latter research fields are the RC (reconfigurable computing) and the HPC (high-performance computing).

The hardware description language (i.e. the outputs of the HLS tools) can be considered as a dataflow language, because the dataflow computing model and the structural description of the digital hardware are analogous. The structural hardware description includes the instances of the operation...
modules and the bitvectors (wires) between them. The former corresponds to the operators (process, actors), the latter corresponds to the channels (flows, datalinks).

The most of the current HLS tools process the imperative and object-oriented C and C++ based input source codes. The products of the largest EDA (electronic design automation) companies Vivado HLS, CatapultC, CtoS, Symphony C, and the academic software products LegUp, Bambu, GAUT, etc. [NSP+16, AANS+14, MVG+12, CNNV11] can be mentioned as examples. There are fewer HLS input languages, which are not imperative and are known from other area of the software development field: the Lava [BCSS98] and the CλaSH [BKK+10] based on the Haskell[2] functional language.

The high proportion of the C language among the HLS source languages can be explained by the fact that the HLS is applied in most cases in domains where the development basing on C is dominated (hardware systems, low level algorithms, embedded systems). Furthermore, a large number of algorithms have become available in C language in the past decades of the software engineering. These can be applied in HLS in a simple way, because transforming between the languages can be avoided.

The imperative paradigm differs on a great extent from the hardware description languages. A HDL contains concurrent operations or modules created by them, while the imperative language describes a sequential code. This essential difference is the reason why the HLSs with imperative input are complicated [Edw05]. In the following, the three biggest challenges will be detailed that are important when imperative languages are used for HLS: global variables, pointers and control structures.

The states are described as variables in the higher level imperative languages. The statements may change the values of the variables; moreover, it can happen in any point of the program in case of global variables. In hardware synthesis, it is an especially large problem, because the memory operations can be handled only by expensive wire buses (similarly to the processor systems that runs the imperative language descriptions).

The pointers are typical elements of the imperative languages. They point to specific memory places and can be used to read from or write to an arbitrary address. In contrast, the purpose of the HLS is to use the more, as possible distributed memories, because it is beneficial for running the codes in parallel. Therefore, it is a negative effect if a pointer would access to the whole memory content.

Another challenge is the control structures of the imperative programs. For example, the return statement can be called in any point of the function, and it performs immediate exit from the function. In case of processor computing, this is

appropriate and can be implemented easily, but in a parallelly computing hardware (and also in a pure dataflow model), the jump statements cannot be handled. Similar problems are caused in loops by the break and continue statements and by the goto statement allowing over great freedom. The goto is usually forbidden by the coding standards or guides.

Although, the functional languages in HLS are rarely used, in the field of the software development they are becoming more and more popular. In the last years, there was a trend that the functional language elements (e.g. lambda expressions, data streams, immutable variables) are became the parts of the commonly used basically imperative and object-oriented languages. For example, the C# supports the lambda expressions from the version 3 (2007), the C++ from the version 11 (2011) and the Java from the version 8 (2014).

The functional languages are parts of the declarative languages family. In these languages, the execution order of the statements is not given explicitly, in contrast with the imperative languages, where the order is defined. Therefore, the jump statements and the higher structures of that (conditional statements, loops) cannot be described in a functional language. Instead of conditional statements, conditional expressions should be used, and instead of the loops, recursion is used.

The other important feature of the functional languages is the side-effect free behavior. In a pure functional language, the variables can be assigned only once, which is a large difference compared with the imperative languages. The variables of the imperative languages which can be assigned any times, are called mutable [But14], while the variables used in functional languages (which are assigned only once) are called immutable.

The functional languages are very similar to the dataflow languages in handling the side-effects. In both cases, the outputs depend only on the inputs (this is called referential transparency [But14] feature). This feature simplifies the HLS from functional source language in comparison with the imperative case.

However, certain features of functional languages differ from the dataflow languages, and also the hardware descriptions. E.g. the recursive functions, the first-class property of the functions, and the higher-order functions (where the parameters can be functions) are examples of such features.

The compilers of the programming languages are often constructed as three layer architectures [Mer03, LA03, LA04]. The frontend processes the source language, and produces the intermediate representation (IR). The middle-end optimizes the IR, and the back-end generates the output target code. This architecture has a large advantage. To handle a new source language, only a new frontend module has to
be implemented. Thus, the original middle-end and back-end can be used without changes. Similarly, a new target code generating requires only to develop a new back-end module. The optimization algorithms can be implemented independently from the source and target languages; it has to be implemented in the middle-end.

For these programs, choosing an appropriate intermediate representation is a crucial architectural decision. This determines which optimization algorithm can be performed by the middle-end, and what kind of transformation has to be performed in the frontend and backend layers.

The current HLS systems support typically only one source languages, or only one paradigm (i.e. similar languages). The reason of this is that the integrated handling of very different languages (e.g. imperative or functional) is a difficult task. Namely, the compilers use completely different IR, since the source languages are essentially different [Mer03, TC11].

2 Purposes

In my research, I have looked for the answer to the question: What kind of features have to be included into the HLS intermediate representations for helping the beneficial construction of a proper three-layer compiler architecture? This research aim could help to design and develop such a HLS framework that can process more source languages, and more target languages. Including different source languages to the HLS is important, because in the field of software engineering there are a lot of source languages (and in the future more and more languages will appear) that are usable in hardware synthesis tools. (Therefore, it was not my goal to work out a novel source language, because as I think, it is beneficial to use already existing, well known and widely used languages in HW synthesis. In this way, the synthesis system will be more usable by the engineers) One purpose of the dissertation is to work out a new HLS intermediate language that can handle both the imperative and the functional paradigm specialty. Hereby, the phases of the HLS and SLS workflow (decomposition, scheduling and allocation) can also be performed by using this intermediate language.

My next purpose has been to develop a compiler based on the HLS IR, for handling both imperative and functional language inputs. As far as I know, there is no such HLS system, which handles more language paradigms (e.g. imperative and functional).

A further purpose has been to work out a pipeline scheduling algorithm in the HLS IR for increasing the effectiveness of the whole design process.
3 New research results

In the following three subsections, I will present my new scientific research results summarized in three theses.

3.1 New intermediate language for high-level and system-level synthesis

First, I will consider the languages that can be used as intermediate languages (or part of them) in high-level and system-level synthesis: the dataflow graphs, the software modelling and generic graph languages in addition the imperative and functional programming language toolkits.

The properties of the dataflow graphs (side-effect free, explicit syntax for the datalinks) and the available scheduling algorithms \cite{Chi12,AVJ01,TC98} are beneficial respecting the hardware synthesis and the hardware description generator. However, there are serious drawbacks. They do not support the hierarchic graphs, so they do not show the structural and modular construction of the source languages. The conditions are represented by control flow (CFG) edges usually. Thus, the graph loses its pure dataflow nature. Such graphs are called usually control and dataflow graph, CDFG \cite{NRE04}. In CDFG, the loops are represented only by backward edges. Thus, the loops can be found only by expensive algorithms looking for circles.

A further drawback is that the dataflow graphs do not support the mutual data. In these cases, Load and Store nodes should be introduced \cite{SK86}, but thereby the pure dataflow nature is lost as well. Moreover, in these graphs the components and component instances are not shown, so writing common codes (routines, functions) generally are not supported.

Because of these drawbacks, using the dataflow graphs as a proper HLS IR is not beneficial. In spite of that, it can be stated that the basis of the new language would be worth constructing on the dataflow model principle.

Nowadays, the most widespread software modeling language is the UML (Unified Modeling Language) \cite{OMG15}. The UML activity diagram can describe the dataflow graphs, the control flow graphs or a mix of these (CDFG). It supports the hierarchic construction, which is a big advantage in specifying a system or in forming the architecture. The UML activity diagram is generic software modeling tool for users, but it is not dedicated to intermediate representation for HLS problems. Therefore, it cannot be considered as a DSL (which has reduced number of elements) realizing the intermediate representation of compilers.

As the generic graph languages (GraphML, GXL) \cite{BEH,WKR02} fit into the
graph problems well, they can describe the dataflow graphs in some degree. The drawback is, that they are too general, so the elements of the HLS domain are not contained. Nonetheless, some features of the languages (hierarchy, hyper edges) can be considered in constructing the HLS intermediate languages.

The upmost widespread imperative compiler is the GCC (GNU Compiler Collection) \cite{EGH05}, which supports various source languages and target platforms. In industrial and also research projects, the other widespread popular compiler system is the LLVM \cite{LA04}, that has a new architecture and it has an intermediate representation with an external language. Both known compiler system has three layers (frontend, middle-end, backend), and the intermediate representation is based on the SSA (static single assignment) \cite{CFR91,BP03}.

Although, these languages describe in deed the scalar variables in SSA form, this is not true for arrays and structures, that is the SSA based modeling of the data structures is not resolved. Disadvantageously, the conditions and loops still existing in the C language vanish in this representation and jump statements appear instead of them.

The GCC and LLVM IR are developed for the demand of imperative compilers dedicated to traditional processors, therefore they rather resemble the assembly languages, than a dataflow description. Besides, the conditional and unconditional jumps in the end of the basic blocks (BB) are strange from the dataflow approaches.

The SSA form fits well the dataflow graphs, thus it can be applied in hardware synthesis. However, the SSA form can be used only with scalar variables. Furthermore, these languages are basically imperative (it is reasonable, because they were made for processor systems), therefore, they are built strongly on the control flow principles.

From the imperative language toolkit, the mutable variable should be built in the new language, because there are problems handling by only immutable data would be difficult. The structural elements of the imperative languages, the conditions and loops should be handled in a HLS IR, as well.

The intermediate representations of the functional languages are mostly based on the lambda calculus. In these, the functions are first-class types, that is operations can be performed on functions, and the functions can be used as parameters of other functions (so higher-order functions can be handled). Obviously these cannot be represented directly by a hardware description; thus they have to be eliminated from a language based on lambda calculus. This is done usually by beta reduction resulting code duplications and increasing the IR size. In my solution, the function types and types represented in hardware description are also the parts of the language, but in totally separated form (thus, the functions are not first-class types anymore).
The further difficulty with the functional languages is that all the problems which normally could be solved by loops, will be solved by recursions. Another drawback is, that they do not handle mutable data.

The HIG (HLS Intermediate Graph) I have proposed is based on dataflow graphs. Thus, the graph nodes are the operations and the edges represent data links. The operations are instances of predefined components. A component can be elementary or complex. The elementary components describe atomic operations; the complex components can be defined by dataflow graphs. This forms a hierarchical construction. The loop and conditional components are also complex components (these are the structures of the higher-level languages). The components have given number of input and output ports, which are inherited by instantiating. The components can be parametrized by other components (similarly to the functional languages, where a function can be parametrized by other functions). The HIG can be modeled the information for scheduling with dependency and resource edges.

Thesis 1. I worked out a new, dataflow graph based hierarchic graph model (HIG), which can be used as intermediate representation in the electronic system-level and high-level synthesis. The model allows the handling both the immutable and the mutable task descriptions in contrast with the known dataflow graphs. Thereby, it can be adapted to the source languages with both pure functional and imperative paradigms. In contrast to the usual graph models, it represents the nested loops and conditions without control flows. At the same time, the components, operations (component instances), ports and the data links (that appears in the hardware description abstraction layers) are also parts of the HIG. Furthermore, it models also the parameters for the decomposition, scheduling and allocation, thus it can be applied in the whole system level synthesis workflow. I have defined the HIG by formal grammar and metamodel definition. [1, 2, 3]

3.2 System-level synthesis starting with functional and imperative languages

Comprehensive studies on commercial and open source HLS systems are available in the literature time to time [NSP+16, SL16, MVG+12, CDW10, MST+09]. The internal architecture of commercial software is in most cases considered industrial secrecy. Therefore, I have analyzed the open source compilers, because obviously more information is available. Based on the studies, it can be said that most of the existing open source HLS and SLS systems use the front end of the software compilers. For example, BAMBU [PF13], GAUT [CCB+08] and HercuLeS [KM13]
use GCC, LegUp [CCA+11] and Trident [TGP07] use LLVM, CλaSH [BKK+10] uses GHC.

It can be seen that these programs provide solutions for only one language paradigm. So, e.g. the GCC and LLVM provide solutions to imperative languages (mainly C based), and the CλaSH specialized on a Haskell functional language. In contrast, the methods presented in the thesis integrate both the imperative and the functional input languages.

The immutable and mutable data are important to handle during the whole process of system-level synthesis.

On the one hand, some problems are more reasonable to handle in the source language as immutable, while others as mutable data. The advantage of this is that a variable is only assigned once. Thus, it is easier for the developer or tester to see from the source code that a variable on a particular point of the program which operator results is using. In case of mutable data, the algorithms can be written by using loops, thus it is not necessary to express by recursion. It provides usually a simpler, more intuitive description.

On the other hand, the efficiency of the synthesized hardware is greatly influenced by the decision between the immutable and mutable data. In case of immutable data, the possibility of the parallelization increases, since only the single node writing the immutable data and the operations reading it become dependent. In the case of mutable data however, each such node is dependent, which writes or reads this mutable data. This affects the parallelizing possibilities negatively. However, the M-data have the advantage in implementing such algorithms in which the small data parts in a structure should be rewritten many times (this occurs often in handling arrays). In such cases, the solution using M-data can be implemented more effectively, because there are no needs for successive copying.

The decision that a data structure is implemented as immutable or as mutable data is already determined by the source language in the solutions known nowadays. E.g. the strings are mutable in C language. In Java, the strings are immutable, while the arrays are mutable. In Haskell, the most of the data structures are immutable, but it is possible to handle data structures as mutable data (e.g. MArray). In Scala, Kotlin or Xtend the var keyword declares mutable, while val declares immutable data.

With the solutions of current compilers, the problem is that the decision has to be made very early in the time of the source code writing, whether the implementation is immutable or mutable data. In my solution, the decision between immutable

and mutable is arbitrary in the source language level. Thus, the user can freely choose those descriptions that better fit the language and the problem. During the implementation, however, those solutions that suit better to the conditions of the hardware synthesis (e.g. time and area requirements) can be implemented.

The HIG describes the immutable and mutable data in a completely analogous way, the only difference is the storage identifier represented by the datalinks which allows using multiple data connections for the same memory location.

The system-level synthesis method (PipeComp) that I have proposed to handle both functional and imperative inputs complemented by the immutable/mutable datalink decision is shown in Figure 1.

![Diagram of system-level method]

Figure 1: Functional and imperative language system-level method

During the decomposition, it is not necessary to consider whether the source code description contains immutable or mutable data. If the decomposition separates two data-dependent nodes into two separate partitions, then the data transfer between the partitions has to be ensured. It is irrelevant whether immutable or mutable data connection it is, in both cases, the entire data structures must be moved between the partitions.

After the decomposition phase has determined which nodes of the graph should
be allocated into which processing unit, the decision about immutable and mutable datalinks can be made by considering the properties of each processing unit. Regarding the software path, it is worthy to utilize the benefits of mutable data, since the operations cannot be parallelized in this case anyway, but the implementation with mutable data requires less memory. Besides, copying is not required in this case, which would be typical with immutable data.

Regarding the hardware path, the decision about immutable and mutable data affects the performance due to the above reasons. Derivation of dependency (D) and resource (R) edges based on datalinks depends on the immutable/mutable (I/M) decision, so these calculations have to be postponed after the I/M decision.

**Thesis 2.** I worked out a system-level synthesis method (PipeComp) based on HIG, which can handle both functional and imperative languages in an integrated way. At the time of writing this dissertation, there has not been known such system-level or high-level synthesis tool which takes into consideration the characteristics of both the functional and the imperative paradigm languages. The algorithms of the PipeComp have been described by model transformation rules. [1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]

- **2.1:** I have developed a method for an integrated uniform handling of immutable and mutable data in PipeComp synthesis. In contrast with methods available in the literature, it should not be decided at the source code level whether the implementation will be performed using immutable or mutable data connections. Thus, this decision effect on the lower abstraction levels it is not required to consider already in task describing. Therefore, the user has a greater freedom in choosing the most suitable describing method for designing the algorithms. Thus, the decisions at the lower level can be postponed that affects positively the automated optimum search. During the implementation, algorithmic decisions on immutable/mutable datalinks become possible for satisfying predefined constraints (e.g. time and space requirements).

- **2.2:** For the PipeComp imperative frontend, I have defined a new SSA (static, single assignment) based structured language, which unlike the intermediate representations of the C compilers, does not contain explicit control flows. This makes it more suitable for both HLS and SLS tasks. Besides, finding and analyzing the parallelizable operations becomes simpler. The language can also be used as IR of the imperative software compilers and so for simplifying the dataflow optimizations.
3.3 Pipeline scheduling of nested loops and mutable data

In the application of high-level and system-level synthesis – especially in DSP (digital signal processing) systems – the throughput is an important property of the efficiency. One of the methods for increasing the throughput is the pipeline scheduling of the system [AVJ01].

The HLS and SLS scheduling phase [Chi12] determines the start time of the graph nodes. The scheduling can occur in either at compile or run time. The former is called static scheduling; the latter is called dynamic scheduling. The advantage of static scheduling is that the duration time and the start time of each node is determined at compile time, that easier to implement the hardware. The disadvantage is that if the duration time of the operations is unknown in compile time or cannot be deduced by algorithm, then the scheduling cannot be performed.

However, a static pre-scheduling may be reasonable when the specific implementation is accomplished by dynamic scheduling. In this case,

- preliminary estimate can be given for the duration and start time of the operations
- in pipeline mode, the replications of the operations and the required restart times (iteration interval) can be specified
- the decisions on resource and time parameters can be made at compile time by estimating the expected results

Pipeline scheduling may have efficiency gains in case of loops, i.e. if the system or part of it is to be run repeatedly several times with different data. Scheduling can be particularly complicated, if the system construction contains nested loops or operations dealing with mutable data.

The maximum throughput of a system can be increased by looking for the components (bottlenecks) that effectively limit the throughput (i.e. the restart time) and then make changes on them. There are several ways to increase the efficiency:

- in case of loops, pipeline scheduling of the loop body
- replication of the component
- replacing the component by more effective implementation (this will not be discussed, assuming that the chosen hardware implementation is sufficient)

In today’s HLS tools, finding bottlenecks and making decisions about the optimization solutions belong usually to the responsibilities of the user (one method is the profiling). In the Department of Control Engineering and Information Technology there is research for more than two decades for automated optimization in
order to achieve the desired throughput (more precisely restart time). However, the research has not revealed the pipeline optimization of nested loops and the mutable data.

Hereinafter, I will outline the results of my research in pipeline scheduling of the nested loops and mutable data.

The main features of scheduling:

**Definition 3.1** Pipeline mode: A HIG component is in pipeline mode, if it starts to process the next input data, before all of the output results are produced under processing the previous data.

**Definition 3.2** Latency time: The latency time ($L(G)$) of a HIG component is the duration time\(^6\) between the earliest consume time of graph inputs and the latest produce time of graph outputs (i.e. for multiple inputs and multiple outputs: the time between the maximum of the output time and the minimum of the input time).

**Definition 3.3** Restart time: The restart time ($R(G)$) of a HIG is the duration that is the minimum time between two successive processing of the input data.

To determine the restart time of a given HIG, the following input information is required:

- for each operation, the duration ($t_D(n_i)$) and busy ($t_B(n_i)$) time of the component instance
- busy time of all resource edges ($t_B(r_i)$)

$R(G)$ is defined in the following definitions for each of the three cases:

**Definition 3.4** Minimal restart time of HIG without pipeline scheduling (none-pipeline mode):

$$R_{NP}(G) = L(G)$$

**Definition 3.5** Minimal restart time of HIG by pipeline scheduling without replication (pipeline mode, not replicated):

$$R_{PNR}(G) = \max \left( \max_{\forall n_i \in N} (t_B(n_i)), \max_{\forall r_i \in E_R} (t_B(r_i)) \right)$$

\(^6\)the duration time is measured in clock cycles
Definition 3.6 Minimal restart time of HIG by pipeline scheduling with replication of operations and resources:

\[ R_{MIN}(G) = \max (\max_{n_i \in N} (t_{MINBN}(n_i)), \max_{r_i \in E_R} (t_{MINBE}(r_i))) \]

\[ t_{MINBN}(n_i) := \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } n_i \text{ can be multiplied} \\ t_B(n_i) & \text{if } n_i \text{ cannot be multiplied} \end{cases} \]

\[ t_{MINBE}(r_i) := \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } r_i \text{ can be multiplied} \\ t_B(r_i) & \text{if } r_i \text{ cannot be multiplied} \end{cases} \] (1)

To determine the minimum restart time of HIG, parameters \( t_D \) and \( t_B \) of the component instances are required (\( t_D \) should be calculated because of \( L(G) \)), so in the following I will give the calculation method for each component type.

The duration (\( t_D \)) and busy (\( t_B \)) time of the elementary components are considered as given input parameters, so I will not deal with these. For HIG components, the duration time equals to the latency time of the inner graph, while the busy time equals to the restart time of the inner graph.

\[ t_D(G) = L(G) \] (2)

\[ t_B(G) = R(G) \] (3)

This means that in the case of nested HIGs, the busy times of all the inner HIG components have to be determined before the pipeline restart time of the HIG start to compute. For the busy time, the restart time of the inner graph has to be computed. In the tree hierarchy of the HIG components, the calculation should start with the leaves, i.e. it is a bottom-up recursive algorithm.

In case of selection component, the duration and busy time can be calculated by the maximum of the inner HIG parameters:

\[ t_D = \max(t_D(C_i)) \]

\[ t_B = \max(t_B(C_i)) \] (4)

For a loop component, the iteration count of the loop (\( tc \)), the busy time (\( t_B \)) and duration time (\( t_D \)) of the loop body have to be considered:

\[ t_B = t_D = (tc - 1)t_B'(B) + t_D(B) \] (5)

In the Expression there is \( t_B'(B) \) instead of the loop body busy time (\( t_B(B) \)), since in this case, it is not enough to consider the busy time of the HIG component. In this case, the minimal pipeline restart time is limited also by the loop carried
dependencies (LCD) [STL04]. The busy time extended by the feedbacks is the maximum of the component busy time and the feedback duration time:

$$t_B'(B) = \max \left( t_B(B), \max_{\forall i \in [1,n]} \left( t_{PT}(y_i) - t_{CT}(f_i) \right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

According to the expression, the feedback duration is given by the difference of the output and input start time. Therefore, it is necessary to have at disposal the $t_{CT}$ and $t_{PT}$ port attributes specified in the precondition of the transformation.

The Expression 5 can be explained as follows. While the loop component is executed once, the inner graph is performed $tc$-times, so between the first and last restart there is $(tc-1) \times t_B'(B)$ clock time. After the last restart, the loop component is still busy for $t_D(B)$ clock periods (this is the time taking for the last input to be fully processed). Thus, the duration time of the loop component is given by the sum of these two values. The busy time is given by the resulted duration time.

An important requirement for a system can be to achieve a specified throughput. In other words, to accomplish the duration time of the successive input data. This is the desired restart time ($R_D$). To fulfill this requirement, the system has to be modified, and it may result in increasing the number of the hardware resources. In case of simple (not hierarchic) graphs, the desired throughput can be achieve by buffer insertion and operation replication. In the following, I will present the system design process for the desired pipeline restart time with the specialties of the HIG (mutable data, hierarchic graph, Loop and Sel component).

In case of elementary components, the method to reduce the busy time ($t_B$) is the replication of the operation. To reduce the busy time of the HIG component can be done by pipeline scheduling. If $R_D$ is smaller than the resulted $R_{NP}$, then the components and resources limiting it, the $R_D$ (i.e. $t_D > R_D$) should be modified according to the component type. In case of selection component, each inner component has to be interpreted by the desired restart time separately.

In case of loop component, there is a more efficient solution: to pipeline the loop instead of replicate the entire component. By this method, a limit for the loop body ($B$) can be determined based on the maximum busy time ($C$):

$$R_D(B) = \max \left( \left\lfloor \frac{R_D(C) - t_D(B)}{tc(C) - 1} \right\rfloor, R_{MIN}(B) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

If the feedbacks also limit the busy time, then the duration time of the concerned operations (which are in the critical path between the input and output ports of the feedbacks) should be reduced.
In order to get the least costly solution, calculating the extra cost required for reducing the unit duration time should be calculated for each node in the critical paths. Then, that node should be chosen that has the lowest cost for reducing the unit duration time. By this method, the duration times must be reduced until the execution time of the critical path reaches the desired value. (Reducing the unit duration time may actually result in a longer implementation time change, similarly to reducing the restart time one-by-one).

Reducing the duration time of the components can be done for each component type in the following ways:

- Elementary component: the only way to reduce the duration time is to choose a new implementation, so I will not deal with this case in the following.
- HIG components: the duration time of the critical path should be reduced, analogously to the solution described above.
- Sel component: the duration time of the inner HIG component should be reduced. The resulted cost is the sum of the costs of each HIG components.
- Loop component: pipeline scheduling can reduce the duration time, as it is detailed before.

If the required restart time is limited also by resource edges created by the mutable data, then there are two options. Either the duration time of the critical path should be reduced between the source and target operations of the resource edge, or resource replication has to be created with resource selection datalinks. The details are presented in the previous chapter.

**Thesis 3.** I have developed a method for the static, hierarchical pipeline scheduling of the HIG operations, by performing changes in the required levels of the graph hierarchy in order to reach the desired restart time (iteration interval). By this method, the scheduling of the tasks containing immutable and mutable data and data independent (or data dependent, but limited trip count) nested loops can be performed. During the first step of the method, the restart time for each HIG component is calculated without pipeline mode. A particular HIG component will be pipeline scheduled, if it becomes necessary to fulfill the desired restart time of the entire system. If the pipeline scheduling is not enough for fulfilling the requirements, then replicating the operations can be performed. When loop feedback also limits the restart time, then the pipeline scheduling of inner loops can provide the solution. [2, 8]
4 Application of the new results

The best known and the most widely used benchmark set in the field of high-level synthesis is the CHStone [Har08]. The benchmark set contains twelve codes written in C, all of which implement a well-known algorithm for commutation protocols, encryption, media files and arithmetic fields. I am presenting the practical application of the theses on the example of the SHA (Secure hash algorithms) of CHStone that includes all the components required for illustrating the pipeline scheduling method sufficient transparently.

Based on the methods presented in the theses, I have designed and implemented the HLS system PipeComp. In this work I have applied the following technologies:

- Java 8: most of the code is written in Java, based on version 1.8
- ANTLR\footnote{https://www.antlr.org/} parser generator for syntactic analysis of C source codes
- EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework\footnote{https://www.eclipse.org/emf}) [SBPM09]: a framework for model-based development
- VIATRA\footnote{https://www.eclipse.org/viatra} [´Ujh16]: for the validation and transformation of graph-based models
- Xtend\footnote{https://www.eclipse.org/xtend}: for model modification and code generation
- Xtext\footnote{https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext}: for processing textual DSLs
- GraphViz\footnote{https://www.graphviz.org}: graphic rendering of graphs

The HIG generated from the SHA benchmark obtained by model transformations is shown in the upper part of the Figure\footnote{https://www.graphviz.org}. The summary table and the cost diagram are shown in the lower part of the figure.

4.1 Industrial application

The C language frontend of the PipeComp compiler system summarized in Thesis 2, and the SSA based imperative model have been applied in the practice by Prolan Zrt. The company develops – among other things – safety critical railway control systems, in which it has been necessary to process and to analyze the C language source code of embedded software in order to generate memory descriptions.
Figure 2: Summarization of the SHA pipeline scheduling results
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